Workshop Titles

Dates and
Times

Copyright and Fair Use in
the Classroom

Call
to Schedule

Beware of Geeks Bearing
Gifts

Call
to Schedule

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
The cost of each workshop is $58 or
2 ETTC Hours.
Pre-registration is required at

Forensic Problem Solving
and Einstein

Call
to Schedule

Introduction to the Big6

Call
to Schedule

How to Avoid PowerPoint
Poisoning

Call
to Schedule

Evaluating Information

Call
to Schedule

Cyberbullying

Call
to Schedule

Web 2.0 in Education

Call
to Schedule

Social Networking Today
and Tomorrow

Call
to Schedule

Making and Configuring a
Blog at Blogger.com

Call
to Schedule

Wikis and Wikipedia in
Education

Call
to Schedule

Video Tips and Techniques

Call
to Schedule

You can participate from you own
classroom, office, or home.
All you need is a computer with
Internet access and headphones or
speakers.

Southern Regional
Institute (SRI)
and ETTC
presents

owww.ettc.net/cal


Upon registration, the instructor will email
you with the workshop website and provide
you with a logon for that particular session.



Professional development certificates will be
mailed to you following the workshop.



The instructor for all sessions is Mr. Art
Wolinsky who is a frequent presenter for the
SRI/ETTC.
As a teacher, technology
consultant and certified “Big6” Trainer and
Macromedia Educational Leader, he is
always exploring innovative ways to utilize
technology for instructional purposes.



Material presented is aligned to the New
Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards,
including the newly adopted Technology
Literacy Standards, and to the Cumulative
Progress Indicators specific to each set of
grade levels.



PLEASE NOTE: If you have taken any of
these workshops in previous years, they
could be credited toward certificate
completion. Contact the ETTC for more
information.

Southern Regional SRI/ETTC
Richard Stockton College of New Jersey
701 Route 50
Mays Landing, New Jersey 08330
Phone: (609) 625-6040
Fax: (609) 625-6057
E-mail: ettc@stockton.edu
Website: www.ettc.net

Online Workshop
Series

Cyber Safety &
Information
Literacy
Web-Based Interactive
Presentations in Real Time
offered at your desktop!
Chat with the Instructor,
chat with other participants without leaving your classroom!

Southern Regional Institute (SRI) and ETTC presents

2007-2008 Online Workshop Series

Introduction to the Big6

Cyber Safety and Information Literacy
The SRI/ETTC has created a new certificate series to help teachers understand the connection
between the online world and the real world. Presented in real time through web-based interactive
presentations, these workshops will help participants understand the value as well as the dangers
associated with today’s “online” community.
The Cyber Safety and Information Literacy Certificate Series includes 12 one-hour workshops that
are hands-on guided professional development sessions offered at your desktop. Participants may
register for each session individually and after completing 9 of the workshops will be issued a
certificate signed by the Southern Regional ETTC and WiredSafety.org. Registration information can
be found on the back of this brochure.

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
Copyright and Fair Use in the Classroom
Do you know what you can and can't do in the classroom
under copyright law and fair use guidelines? You might be
surprised to learn that in some areas you have more leeway
than you think and in other cases you are breaking the law.

Forensic Problem Solving and Einstein

How to Avoid PowerPoint Poisoning
PowerPoint can turn mediocre presenters into poor
presenters. Design concepts and audience consideration will
be discussed for the development of presentations. This
workshop will provide simple guidelines and techniques to
help make participants better presenters.

CyberBullying

This workshop addresses a wide range of core curriculum
standards. It demonstrates a lesson for students using fifteen
seemingly meaningless clues to track down a hacker who has
broken into a movie studio computer and stolen three
unreleased movies. Based on a puzzle created by Einstein,
students will create complex profiles of all the suspects with
seemingly useless fragments of information, and learn that
Internet predators can do exactly the same thing with bits of
information that children supply.

Bullying has moved from the classroom and the playground
to the Internet and anywhere kids communicate electronically.
It’s not just children who are victims. Schools and adults
including teachers, and administrators are now fair game.
How do you deal with this phenomenon in the classroom?
How can schools balance discipline in light of the First
Amendment? This workshop will help participants learn more
about this growing issue.

Making & Configuring a Blog at Blogger.com
This is a step-by-step presentation that shows teachers how
to set up a personal or classroom blog at Blogger.com. While
Blogger offers a simple three-step process, this “default”
setup is not sufficient for educational use. This presentation
takes you through dozens of settings and explains their
application in creating a secure educational space.

Wikipedia is the world’s most popular encyclopedia on line or
off line and the most visited site on the Internet. It is used
extensively by students for research, yet many teachers and
students are unaware of the dangers and pitfalls of using it as
their main source of information. But there is an entire Wiki
World beyond Wikipedia and this workshop will help you
explore the possibilities

Web 2.0 in Education

Social Networking Today and Tomorrow

In today's Web 2.0, users are the creators of content rather than
just the consumers. Blogs, Wikis, and social networks are on the
forefront but are just one part of an exploding culture of
communication. Come find out more about the new interactive
web and what's coming down the line.

right into the path of the educational Titanic. Get a better
understanding of social networking facts and fears.

Wikis and Wikipedia in Education

Mention the word MySpace and parents quake in their shoes,
administrators bar the doors, teachers scratch their heads,
and kids just smile. MySpace and social networking has
taken the adult world by surprise and put us in a reactionary
mode. As disruptive as the current social networking sites
are, they may only be the tip of the iceberg that is floating

The Big6 is the most used problem solving and research
method used in the K-12 world. Big6 book author and
certified Big6 trainer, Art Wolinsky will give you an
overview of the process, how, and why it works and
whether it is right for you and your students.

Evaluating Information
The validity of information at web sites is an important
issue in doing quality research. Participants will achieve
an understanding and critical eye for evaluating the
validity of information that is found on web pages.
Beyond the world of research, the ability to evaluate the
quality of information you encounter online can help you
avoid scams and predators. This course will provide you
with tools and activities you can use with your class
tomorrow.

Video Tips and Techniques
While PowerPoint is the presentation tool of choice for
many, our students live in a visual and interactive world.
Visual literacy and videography are important skills to
have. This presentation created with the help and
permission of Andy Carvin, provides teachers with tips
and techniques used by the pros.

Beware of Geeks Bearing Gifts
When you and I were growing up, the words Trojans,
worms, viruses, and spam had considerably different
meanings than they do today. We took a pole and went
fishing, but today we encounter phishing expeditions and
electronic bait trying to hook us. We are victimized by
spyware, adware, and malware of all types. These
electronic “parasites” can be sucking your personal data
and affecting the performance of your computer. This
course will give you a better understanding of these
dangers and how you can deal with them.

Professional Development
without leaving your classroom!
.www.ettc.net/cal

